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Abstract

It is pointed out that the constructive proof of the

Adler-Bardeen theorem for the chiral and scale (counting

identity) anomalies in non-Abelian gauge theories proceeds

just as in the spinor electrodynamics, although several

interesting features characteristic of non-Abelian theories

appear.



It is known that the anomalous chiral identities in spinor

electrodynamics is exact (the Adler-Bardeen theorem ). In the

present note, we comment on the constructive proof of the theorem

in non-Abelian theories in connection with the path integral

formulation of anomalous identities. ' Since the dimensional

8)regularization is not quite convenient for the path integral

manipulation, we mainly rely on the higher derivative method

introduced by Slavnov, Lee and Jinn-Justin . In fact, once one

accepts the power counting rule in this regularization, the

constructive proof of the theorem follows almost immediately.

The main purpose of this note is, therefore, to clarify the

connection of this method with that in the spinor electrodynamics

and extend the theorem for the scale (or counting identity)

anomaly, which is a prototype of the trace anomaly.

We start with the regulated Euclidean Lagrangian

where p = ?"" C?L •'M*7"*^ i s t h e covariant derivative for

the n-dimensional representation of SU(n) with 7rT*7" —

'/z 5
a t , and D,,. acting on the gauge and ghost fields is the

covariant derivative for the adjoint representation. The last

term in (1) is a logarithmically divergent counter term correspond-

f 21 a
ding to C in Ref. (2). The auxiliary field B imposes the
Landau gauge Vfy*m® after integration over it.
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The propagator for the gauge field in (1) is given by

/_

and the propagators for the fermion and the ghost have the

ordinary form; one has an extra propagator <T*BA,> ~ JV/^1

which plays a role only in the discussion of Slavnov-Taylor

identities. The power counting rule for the Lagrangian (1) is

91well-known, and only the one-loop two-, three- and four-point

vertices for the gauge field A* are logarithmically divergent.

This logarithmic divergence is removed by the last term in (1);

the important feature here is that the counter term has the

same structure as the bare term. This is seen by noting that

the renormalization factors for the ghost field and CCA-coupling

in the one-loop level is finite for fixed M; consequently,2<*Z&

in the one-loop level as far as infinities are concerned.

The z-term in (1) stands for the effects of Pauli-Villars

regulators ' in the large regulator mass limit; i = 2 (A) with

A the generic regulator mass. Another operational way to fix

z, which ensures the symmetry property of the finite part, may

be to define it as the minimal pole part of those divergent

gauge field vertices in the one-loop level by the dimensional

regularization; the dimensional regularization is used here

just as a convenient auxiliary device to evaluate one-loop

Feynman diagrams without Ys . [In the case of chiral gauge

coupling, the bosonic fermion regulator may be introduced].
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The difference between z-term in (1) and C. -term in Ref. (2)

is that the finite renormalization is not specified in the present

case. The regulated Lagrangian (1) renders all ordinary matrix

elements finite.

Starting with (1), one can readily establish two identities

in the path integral: The identity associated with chiral

transformation ifU) —» •*>•/• ZV<i(*)fr 1 VWJ with other variables

fixed (in the operator language )

(3)

and the identity associated with scale (Weyl) transformation

» «xp f - oft*^ ] *j>vc) with other variables fixed

(4)

9' r«

where only the connected components are retained in (4). The

analogy between (3) and (4) becomes transparent if one notes

3 I* = V T-5 Ĵ. - / ^ ^ ] f • The relations (3) and (4) are confirmed

in the one-loop level by the Pauli-Vi3.1ars or 5-regularization

schemes. [The path integral method is based on a general class

of regularization schemes which include these regulators]. In
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the dimensional regularization the identity (4) becomes somewhat

involved, but (4) is uniquely specified by requiring -A" &PJ •• o

just as •"•» 4f"> = 0 in the one-loop level [see Eq. (A7) in

Adler ]. The dimensional regularization tends to avoid anomalies

and it defines if<J>V as

® u ) m fit" - A»a> (5)

in analogy with ^.T/* « A if + *(*%**) FF • [This

complication arises since anomalies are generally associated

with the failure ' of a naive unitary transformation from the

Heisenberg picture to the interaction picture; in other words,

the Feynman rules cannot completely specify the diagrams with

anomalies].

The Adler-Bardeen theorem states that (3) and (4) are

exact. The constructive proof of (3) proceeds just as in the

Abelian theory. We first note that only triangle and square

diagrams contain the anomaly in the one-loop level; the pentagon

can potentially contain the anomaly, but it vanishes for the

chiral identity due to symmetry properties. Because of the

9)propagator (2) and the power counting rule, the momenta carried

by the gauge fields landing on the fermion line are always

restricted to be |K( :£ M in Euclidean theory. The lowest

order correction to the basic triangle diagram is thus

effectively regarded as a pentagon diagram, which contains no

anomaly. Following the argument in Ref. (2), it is therefore
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straightforward to establish (3) as an exact bare relation.

The constructive proof of (4) is slightly more involved.

First of all, (4) shows that up to pentagon diagrams contain

the anomaly. See Fig. 1. By connecting two of the gauge boson

lines in Fig. 1-a by the propagator (2), one obtains the identity

in Fig. 1-b. The one-loop correction to the triangle diagram

thus contains the anomaly! This one-loop correction is required

to keep the relation (4) or the corresponding identity, for example,

>A,

exact up to order 3 terms. The basic observation is that the

set of diagrams in Fig. 1-b are not (non-Abelian) gauge invariant

by themselves. When one writes all the order § diagrams for

(6), the diagrams in Fig. 1-b combined with the rest of the

diagrams are just sufficient to maintain (6) up to order S*.

The discussion of higher order terms proceeds in an analogous

way. This exercise shows that the presence or absence of radiative

corrections to the basic fermion loops and the validity of identi-

ties such as (3) and (4) are logically independent.

The identity (4) is a prototype of the conformal anomaly,

and the trace of an energy-momentum tensor X>> for the

Lagrangian (1) is given by (see Ref. (7))

(7)
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where the coefficient r of Aw0" is estimated by the identities

similar to (4) for Pauli-Villars regulators ' associated with

gauge and ghost fields in the large regulator mass limit [It is

also estimated as the Jacobian factor for gauge and ghost fields

by means of the loop expansion]. The higher derivative terms

in (7) provide an anomaly factor as well as subtraction terms

to keep J((j T'nj finite in the limit H->cv; the renormalized

form of the anomaly is fixed by the consistency with the

Ward-Takahashi identity for the space-time transformation

X* —> X* + f!»; , which is related to the Callan-Symanzik

equation. In fact, the right-hand side of (7) at the vanishinq

momentum transfer is obtained by the action principle for the

variation M -» M(/+t) and ft, ->m.(i*t-) in (1) in addition

to ft -» fiC I fi) in the counter term 2 (/\) , which gives the anomaly

Identities similar to (4) for regulator fields are used to

establish the equivalence of various energy-momentum tensors

in the completely regulated theory; the regulator fields provide

the anomaly factor to convert £>txj to (§)(JfJ in (5) thereby

justifying the naive use of counting identities, just as in the

dimensionalregularization. [It is also possible to modify the

mass term"1 to effectively include A^r I • The characteristics

of the tensor "T,^ in Ref. (7) is that it allows more general

regularization schemes such as the 5-regularization.

The constructive procedure of bare amplitudes provides

useful information for the elegant but formal proof of the

Adler-Bardeen theorem on the basis of the Callan-Symanzik

equation. For example, one notices that the anomaly insertion
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terms are missing in Eq. (5) in Ref. (3); those anomaly insertion

terms are not excluded by Weinberg's theorem, but rather they are

disposed of by an analysis of the photon-photon scattering

amplitude in the low-energy limit.

Figure Caption

Fig. 1 Schematic diagrams for the identity (4).
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